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‘EXPERIENCE: THE WISDOM THAT ENABLES US TO RECOGNIZE
IN AN UNDESIRABLE OLD ACQUAINTANCE THE FOLLY THAT
WE HAVE ALREADY EMBRACED.’
Ambrose
Bierce from
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Why open
space is
crucial

etter to the president

Obama: The lack of security and the against the extension. Isn’t that hypocritical?
Do you believe that your actions, or inactions,
ver-up by the your administration are
xample of the lack of leadership in the make you look more presidential? Since you spend
e. If your staff wants to complete the more time playing basketball and golf than you do
ent, it should capture the terrorists at daily security updates, I’d say no.
When you compare yourself to President Linm over to Eric Holder, who would try
coln, using his quotes and comparing your experiYork under our constitutional law.
dent, why did you send the FBI to ences to Lincoln’s trials and successes, that brings
is attack on U.S. citizens on U.S. prop- to mind Sen. Lloyd Bentsen’s rebuke of vice presin’t sending in the Marines be more dential candidate Dan Quayle.
I paraphrase: Mr. Obama, you’re no Abraham
for acts of war against the United
action seems inappropriate after our Lincoln, nor are you a Ronald Reagan or even a Bill
s had a number of prior threats and Clinton. You act more like Nixon, during Watergate, or Carter, during the Iranian
ems to me that security
hostage taking. When you’re deceptive,
e been anticipated, not
make false campaign statements or lie
enied, on 9/11.
to hide the truth, it doesn’t make you a
have you tolerated the
better candidate. It diminishes you.
us delay while the scene
This all seems to have inspired Vice
nated? Even the press was
President Joe Biden to attempt to make
the compound.
DICK
another gaff. He said: “Osama bin
en bragging and spiking
GUSTAFSON
Laden is dead, and General Motors is
e appearing to claim that
alive.” A more accurate slogan might
Seals, killed Osama bin
ou justify bragging about taking a life be: “Osama bin Laden is dead. General Motors
s evil as bin Laden) while avoiding needs another transfusion of printed money or
y for protecting our Libyan ambassa- funds borrowed from China. And al Qaida is alive
American staff? You’re avoiding the and well.”
In conclusion, Mr. President, it’s time for you to
errorists attacking us because it raisabout terrorist attacks during your honor our Constitution instead of bypassing it
and also Congress with frequent executive orders.
ult to injury, you paid millions of dol- If we had a Supreme Court with a backbone, I
tisements apologizing to Muslims for believe both you and Eric Holder would be in
, insignificant, obscure “movie” that Leavenworth.
Remember, the Constitution set up three equal
nored until you made a fuss about it.
became an excuse to demonstrate levels of government — the legislative, the execurica. If not the movie, then it would tive and the judicial — for one purpose: to balance
the powers from activities such as you frequently
mething else.
u campaigned on having the most do.
You often violate the checks and balances of
government of all time, you told a terinexactitude (a lie). That’s true with powers. You should remember that you were
promises. Do you ever intend to keep elected to only one of the three branches, the execomises, or are they just for the gullible utive branch, as the president. You, Mr. Obama,
were not elected king.
votes? Maybe you’re just lazy.
Sincerely,
d promised to be the best cover-up
Dick Gustafson
u could claim to have kept one promon to your botched cover-up of the
ders, you also have covered up “Fast Dick Gustafson, of Vail, is a former two-term Eagle
using executive privilege. You’ve also County commissioner.
work requirement from the welfare
fanfare.
ent, your June 5, 2007, speech to an
rican congregation was disingenuous
a victims by saying they had not been
Champion your favorite cause, or rant about
he Stafford Act. Your comments were
something that’s been bothering you. Send your
ess expanded the Stafford Act to covcolumn to valleyvoices@vaildaily.com.
amage. You misrepresented yourself,
re one of the few senators who voted
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Eagle County’s open space program is necessary, even in a community with lots of public land, and to
say otherwise is to fail to understand
the complexities of our mountain
environment.
First of all, public land is not the
same as open space. Of the large portions of our community that are public land, only wilderness areas have a
level of protection that guaranties
permanence.
The rest of national forest land has
varying degrees of protection. Some
is leased for cattle grazing, some for
ski areas, and some sections are even
on the table to be sold to the highest
bidder.
Right now, there may not be many
bidders, but with population growth,
the day will
come when
there are.
All of these
activities put
pressure on
the natural
SCOTT
environment
CONKLIN
and threaten
to harm it if
they are not balanced with conservation and protection in other areas.
Secondly, and this is the heart of
the matter, the land that is privately
owned in our mountain community
is mostly the result of early homesteading claims.
What did homesteaders need?
Access to water for their livestock and
easy transportation to connect to the
rest of the world. The result is that
most privately held land is in the river corridor or valley floor.
This means that a very specific type
of important habitat is almost exclusively owned by private entities and
people. Combine this fact with the
existing map of public land, and you
have a recipe for paving the entire river valley. Don’t believe me?
Look at Silverthorne, a community
less than 45 minutes away by car.
How can you make a map of privately owned land without using the
Internet? Just look at where buildings
are built, and that’s the entirety of
non-Forest Service land, and it’s all
along the river corridor, where homesteading claims were made. This
does real ecological harm to any
community.
River-corridor land is some of the
most important habitat in any
ecosystem. By having endless development in a river corridor, the toxins
of oil, gas and brake dust from cars
flow directly into the lifeblood veins
of communities. These contaminants kill off bugs and plants, the
foundation of the local ecosystems.
Wildlife and game species are prevented from accessing the water they
need to live, and rivers, instead of
being a source of nourishment,
become a monumental obstacle to
migratory patterns.
The irony is the result of all this
environmental impact necessitates
us spending large sums of public
money (taxes) to address environmental problems, and the results are
poor when compared with managing
land in the first place to avoid them.
Instead of having natural flood and
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pollution control from wetlands, we
need to spend millions of public dollars on flood-control infrastructure.
Instead of having a healthy river system that naturally replenishes itself,
we have to stock rivers with fish with
more public dollars.
Instead of being able to enjoy natural landscapes by walking to them, we
have to get in the car, burning gas,
building ever larger roads and parking
lots to accommodate the traffic.
Do we really want Eagle County
to become one concrete and housing chute of Vail-EagleVail-AvonEdwards-Wolcott-Eagle-GypsumDotsero instead of separate, distinct towns nested in the Colorado
Rockies?
If you answer “no,” then there are
only two options to prevent such an
end game.
One, we legislate regulations to
restrict urban sprawl and thereby
spawn a host of takings lawsuits. Or
we use an open space tax to make purchases in our community that allow
for comprehensive land-use planning
and community building while recognizing the value of private ownership.
We need to make sound financial
decisions when it comes to public
spending, but we also need to
acknowledge our deficit spending in
the environment.
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The environment is not an endless
credit card we can continue to draw
from without consequence. When we
fail to have community buffers or protect wetlands, we are taking out a loan
that our children have next to no hope
of repaying.
The open space tax, and others like
it in our neighboring communities,
exists because proponents of the environment and its protection are working to address historical impacts of
land ownership that were decided
before humans had the science to fully understand the importance of natural, self-sustaining ecosystems.
The time is now and the issue is
urgent to protect the sense of space
and the foundation of our economy in
Eagle County.
There are already parts of our community that are difficult to distinguish
among one another. Eagle River Station just passed this year, and regardless of how you feel about it, you can’t
deny that there are powerful forces
pushing our community to have endless development.

We need a countervailing force to
make sure that once we come home
from the jobs development creates
our homes are healthy, inspiring
places to be.
The open space program and the
tax that funds it are not luxuries or
misguided priorities. They are critical issues to the healthy future of our
community.
Scott Conklin is the project manager
for the Eagle Valley Land Trust. He can
be reached at sconklin@evlt.org or
970-748-7654.

Write a column!
Share your thoughts and
opinions with the community.
Write on life in the Vail Valley,
champion your favorite cause, or
rant about something that’s been
bothering you. Send your column to
valleyvoices@vaildaily.com.
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‘THE OPEN SPACE TAX ... EXISTS BECAUSE PROPONENTS
OF THE ENVIRONMENT AND ITS PROTECTION ARE
WORKING TO ADDRESS HISTORICAL IMPACTS OF LAND
OWNERSHIP THAT WERE DECIDED BEFORE HUMANS
HAD THE SCIENCE TO FULLY UNDERSTAND THE
IMPORTANCE OF NATURAL, SELF-SUSTAINING
ECOSYSTEMS. ‘
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